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It gives me immense pride to announce that our
department has launched its own newsletter for
the fifth consequent time, as part of the Civil
Engineering association, NIRMANA. I am sure
’KRITHI’ will provide students and teachers a
wonderful reading experience, as it highlights the
technical and cultural news of the department.
I would also like to congratulate all those who
worked behind the publication of ‘KRITHI’ for their
effort.
I wish you all a joyful and informative reading.

Prof. Vincent K. John
Head of Civil Engineering Department
RSET

A MESSAGE FROM HOD



A technical talk under Nirmana was organised on
30th August, 2019. The talk was conducted by KAP
India (P) Ltd for the civil engineering students. Mr.
Mohammed Zakir, MD of the company, spoke
about the application of theory topics on site. He
also gave the students insight into what the
industry expects of them. The talk lasted for one
hour.

TECHNICAL TALKS

.

 TALK ON WHAT THE INDUSTRY EXPECTS 
FROM A GRADUATE



Under the aegis of Nirmana, a technical talk was
conducted by Dr.-Ing. Harald Drück for S6 Civil
Engineering students on 20th February 2020. The
talk was on the topic green and intelligent buildings
and its scope in today’s world. The talk lasted for
an hour.

.

 TALK ON GREEN AND INTELLIGENT 
BUILDINGS

TALK ON ADVANCED BIM

On 20th February, 2020 a technical talk by Mr. Viju
Antony for S4 Civil Engineering students was
conducted. It was about Building Information
Modelling, its advanced features and application in
the construction industry. The talk was for one
hour.



Just like in the previous academic year, this year
too, S3 Civil Engineering students were taken to
METCON Steel, Pezhakkappally , as part of an
industrial visit, on 28th September, 2019. They
received clear and detailed explanation from the
team at METCON Steel about how steel is
manufactured and its different properties. They
were accompanied by two faculty members. The
visit proved to be very beneficial for the students.

INDUSTRIAL VISITS

.

 VISIT TO METCON STEEL



Under the banner of Nirmana, an industrial visit
to South Railway Station, Ernakulam was
conducted for final year students on 28th

September, 2019. This was done as part of the
curriculum requirement for the subject
‘Transportation Engineering’.
The students were briefed about the various

components of a turnout like lead rail, check rail,
stretcher bar, etc. The junior engineers explained
to the students the importance of railway control
system. The mechanism of interlocking was also
demonstrated at the control tower.
This visit helped the students witness the practical
application of the theoretical concepts they have
learnt in class.

.

 VISIT TO SOUTH RAILWAY STATION



CADD Centre was gracious enough to conduct an
event ‘CADD Quest’ under the aegis of Nirmana in
the campus on 4th October, 2019.
‘CADD quest’ was an aptitude test to discover
students with promising engineering potential.
All the students who participated in it had a great
time. The test also proved to be an opportunity for
the self-evaluation of their knowledge in
engineering.

A poster making competition
was conducted by the Indian
Plumbing Association on 5th

March, 2020 as an effort to
create awareness about proper
plumbing practices and
conservation of water. The
theme was “Plumber”. Students
had a lot of fun participating in
the competition.

EVENTS

.

 CADD QUEST

 POSTER MAKING



Nirmana office bearers organized several
competitions for students of second, third and
fourth year of the Civil Engineering department.
These activities and games were widely supported
by the students.

A RACE TO WIN THE GAME

.

All  the competitions were based on civil 
engineering  and cultural topics structured in an 
engaging and exciting way.



For the game ‘Pops’, puzzles and problems related
to simple civil engineering concepts were given to
the participants.
In the game ‘Jigsaw tower’, world famous structures
were given in the form of a puzzle to the students.
In the second round, participants were asked to
build the tallest, most stable towers with
newspaper.

.

For the game ‘Mr.Bean’, participants were to make
paper cuttings of fish and the winner was who
could blow the fish across the finish line first.
‘Pictioneria’ was conducted with words related to
civil engineering.
The game ‘Maze Run’ consisted of a race where
the team-mates had to direct the blindfolded
person through a maze with only words from civil
engineering.
The game ‘Verbum Invenire’ was about finding the
right word with only two letters given as a clue. The
words were all related to civil engineering.



.

WINNERS
DATE EVENT WINNERS

27/09/19 POPS 1ST - Neelanjana S Pillai, Diya Issac, Anjana Sunil
2ND- Akshara T R, Aleena Selin, Anlit Labees
3RD - Akash V R, Allan T M,  Manu T M

04/10/19 JIGSAW 
TOWER

1ST - Aswathy E B, Gowripriya M, Swetha Sunil
2ND- Kurien Sebastin ,Allan Francis, Manu T M
3RD - Merlin Ann, Rosy John, Liyah Maria Jacob

11/10/19 BOB IT UP 1ST - John Chitilapilly, Harikrishna K S, Joel Sunil
2ND- Anjitha S, Jwala Joshi, Anlit Labees
3RD - Niranjana Sunil,Jiza James,Sangeetha Baby

18/10/19 MR. BEAN 1ST - Kurien Sebastin,Akash V R
2ND- Niranjana Sunil,Sangeetha Baby
3RD - Maria Pius,Leena Elsa

25/10/19 PICTIONERIA 1ST - Lissa Mathew,Lavanya George
2ND- Johith Gigu,Prasanth George
3RD - Niranjana Sunil,Sangeetha Baby

23/01/20 MAZE RUN 1ST - Akshara T R, Anagha Kuriakose, Susan
Mariam Thomas

2ND- Alina David, Amrita Dalbroy, Rose Jose
3RD - Saran Prem, Allan Francis, Iris Ann Jose

30/01/20 PAPER 
BATTLE

1ST - Saran Prem, Chippy Maria
2ND- Christo Augustine, Allan Francis
3RD - Akshara T R, Aleena Selin, Carolyn Sarah,             

Nirmala Job

06/02/20 VERBUM 
INVENIRE

1ST - Rosy John, Liyah Maria Jacob
2ND- Saran Prem, Allan Francis


